Client Alert
New Peruvian Merger Control Complementary Regulations

The Peruvian Government has issued a preliminary version of the Executive Regulation (“Regulation”) for the
Peruvian Merger Control Legislation (“MCL”) which will come into force next year (March 1, 2021).1
The Regulations have been published for review and public comments for thirty calendar days from the date of
its issuance (July 24, 2020).
Summary Breakdown
Threshold determination: R}61i²¸Æ¡u¡u¼®®}¸Ïiui¸®}²¡y²ìþÿ¸}«i®¸}²¸¡¸}¸®i²iu¸¡
must have a combined Peruvian turnover (gross revenue) of at least 118,000 Referential Tax Units
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have a Peruvian turnover of at least 18,000 Referential Tax Units (approximately USD 22.9 million) in the last
Ï²uiÈ}i®ò2
The Regulation details the rules that will be used to determine the turnover that shall be considered in each type
¡}u¡¡uu¡u}¸®i¸¡ì
• For mergers between two or more previously independent economic agents into any form of company or
entity, the Peruvian Competition Authority (“INDECOPI”) will consider the Peruvian turnover (gross revenue)
of the economic agents involved in the operation and their economic groups.
• For the acquisition of rights by one or more economic agents that, directly or indirectly, allow the holder to,
individually or in association, exercise control over another economic agent, INDECOPI will consider the
Peruvian turnover (gross revenue) of the acquiring agent, the economic group of the latter, the acquired
agent and the companies in which the latter exercises control.
• For incorporations between two or more independent economic agents of a joint company, a joint venture or
any other type of association agreement in which the former shares control over a new autonomous entity
that performs a permanent economic activity, INDECOPI will consider the Peruvian turnover (gross revenue)
of the economic agents involved in the operation and their economic groups.
• For acquisitions by an economic agent, by any means, through direct or indirect control over productive
operating assets of another economic agent, INDECOPI will consider the Peruvian turnover (gross revenue)
of the acquiring agent and the economic group of the latter and the Peruvian turnover (gross revenue)
generated from the productive operation assets acquired.
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scenario, the INDECOPI will consider all operations performed by the same economics agents in the period of two
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economic concentration (or their economic groups) do not develop the same economic activities in the same
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concentration allows the acquirer to have exclusive control over a company where the former had joint control.
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Voluntary Commitments. Parties may offer commitments to remedy competitive concerns that arise during the
}Åi¼i¸¡Æ¸Ï¸}}t¼²}²²yiÈ²®¡¸}yi¸}¸}i««ui¸¡²y}}}yu¡«}¸}yþÏ®²¸«i²}ÿiy¸®¸È
business days after the second phase has begun. The decision issued by INDECOPI regarding the commitments
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condition is close to its expiration.
Penalties for Noncompliance. The MCL detailed that parties who close reportable deals without prior approval
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of their economic group with a legal address in Peru.
Registrations of Concentrations in the Public Registry: In order to be registered in the Peruvian Public
Registry, any concentration act will require a sworn statement issued by the involved agents declaring that such
¡«}®i¸¡}¸}®ìþÿy¡}²¡¸®}¼®}ii¼¸¡®Ëi¸¡®¡&7<F&÷¡®íþÿi²t}}i««®¡Å}ytÈ&7<F&í
which case a copy of the decision issued must be presented.
Guidelines: INDECOPI is entitled to issue guidelines regarding the application and interpretation of the MCL and
the Regulation.
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